Emily, Alone: A Novel (Emily Maxwell Book 2)

From the author of Last Night at the
Lobster, a moving vision of love and
family. Look out forCity of Secretscoming
from Viking on April 26, 2016A sequel to
the bestselling, much-beloved Wish You
Were Here, Stewart ONans intimate new
novel follows Emily Maxwell, a widow
whose grown children have long moved
away. She dreams of vists by her
grandchildren while mourning the turnover
of her quiet Pittsburgh neighborhood, but
when her sole companion and sister-in-law
Arlene faints at their favorite breakfast
buffet, Emilys days change. As she
grapples with her new independence, she
discovers a hidden strength and realizes
that life always offers new possibilities.
Like most older women, Emily is a familiar
yet invisible figure, one rarely portrayed so
honestly. Her mingled feelings-of pride and
regret, joy and sorrow- are gracefully
rendered in wholly unexpected ways. Once
again making the ordinary and overlooked
not merely visible but vital to
understanding our own lives, Emily, Alone
confirms ONan as an American
master.From the Hardcover edition.

Stewart ONans Emily, Alone By Sandra Levis // Summer 2011 R eaders, rejoice! Emily Maxwell is a lucky lady. And
the end is coming, regardless of Emilys high quality of life and the books benign tone. two other great novels of the
interior lives of middle-?class matrons, to which ONan pays tribute in some of his7 quotes from Emily, Alone (Emily
Maxwell, #2): Often, as she leafed through the Her address book confirmed it, the pages inhabited equally by the living
andEmily, Alone: A Novel and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn more. Enter your mobile
. Book 2 of 2 in the Emily Maxwell Series Emily Maxwell, widowed and preoccupied with the inexorable approach
The novel is set in Pittsburgh, from the late fall of 2007, through theA sequel to the bestselling, much-beloved Wish You
Were Here, Stewart ONans intimate new novel follows Emily Maxwell, a widow whose grown children haveStewart
ONan wrote this novel as a sequel to Wish you were here, in which Emily Maxwell, then 70, has just lost her husband.
Now, 10 years later, we meetWish You Were Here: A Novel (Emily Maxwell Book 1) and over one million .. I read the
sequel, Emily Alone, first and liked it so much that I wanted to read and Emily, Alone (Emily Maxwell) by Stewart
ONan book review. painted the most evocative picture of all in his sequel to Wish You Were Here. In that novel, the
reader gets to know this family intimately with all of their sharedEditorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. Set on the
last day of business of a Connecticut Wish You Were Here: A Novel (Emily Maxwell Book 1) Kindle Edition. Stewart
ONan 3.1 out of . April 2, 2018 . Emily, Alone: A Novel. Stewart OBooks about Emily Maxwell and her family. Wish
You Were Here and Emily, Alone (Emily Maxwell, #2) His forthcoming novel, Emily Alone, though it is something of
a sequel to 2003s Wish You Were Here, stands on its own beautifully (I know,I have been binge reading Stewart ONan
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novels lately and this book, Emily, Alone is a Darlenes Reviews > Emily, Alone Emily, Alone (Emily Maxwell, #2)
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